WHY OUTSOURCE
For many Doctors one of the most important questions they face is whether or
not to outsource their medical claims processing and billing services to a thirdparty professional or do it in-house.
Dunik Medical Claims offers top notch medical claims processing and billing
services to save you time, money and frustration using a web based MedClaim
system. We are the only medical claims and billing management experts
registered in Kenya. By using us, your claims will get processed faster and more
efficiently for maximum reimbursements in less time and effort. Secondly, we
allow you use our MedClaim system and technology providing you with an
opportunity to track your claims and billing services from anywhere at any time
24/7. Your practice will enjoy features like patient scheduling and data
management.
Benefits of Outsourcing Medical claims and billing services
Outsourcing your medical claims and billing services leads to direct cost savings
of up to 45%. More than this, the other benefits of outsourcing include:








Frees you of the burden of medical claims and billing follow up
No capital investment in software and/or hardware.
Allows you to focus on treating your patient and generating new business.
Commission fees is paid based on collection results
Keeps track of all your claims and billing.
Fast claim payments
No need to invest in additional staff – the cost of outsourcing is far less
when compared to local staff costs

Why choose Dunik Medical Claims
Dunik Medical Claims focuses on the intricate details needed with medical
insurance claims processing and billing services. We also understand that more
than being a vendor, we need to understand your business from a larger
perspective and work towards a common goal. Other reasons why Dunik Medical
Claims will be your ideal partner include:






The only Medical Claims Registered in Kenya
Our software tracks your claims on real time
Company managed by health care professional
Periodical reports on claims statuses as well as work-progress
Medical Claims Management staff are knowledgeable with health and the
insurance industry

Contact us to outsource medical claims processing services.

